What is Ninja Doge?

Ninja Doge is a charity utility token on the Binance Smart Chain Network. As you can tell by our name, we are a meme token. However, the team and use case behind this is the real deal. This is a long term project made with the intention to become a moonshot and give back to non-profit animal organizations.
Taxes: 17% Total tax per transaction

- 5% $DOGE Rewards - To incentivize investors to hold
- 5% Liquidity - Increased liquidity ensures that prices are stable and resistant to large swings caused from large transactions
- 2% Burn - Increased value of the token
- 2% Team - To continue working hard for this project long-term
- 2% Marketing - For consistent content, promotions, paid ads, and to get on additional exchanges
- 1% Charity - Our token utility allocates charity donations to local non-profit animal organizations
The Story behind the Charity Wallet:

Sensei searched far and wide for a pup to call his best bud—his search finally came to an end in 2017. This jack russell, chihuahua mix has been a very important part of Sensei’s life. We will use our charity wallet to donate to local non-profit animal organizations as a gesture of giving back.

We are passionate about this cause and it is one of our main driving factors for creating this token. Local non-profit animal organizations need food, bedding and other supplies. Many animals need veterinarian care, medical assistance and spaying/neutering. Donations will help provide the care animals need.

We believe the funds donated to smaller organizations will have a bigger impact on the surrounding communities. $5000 or even $10,000 for a conglomerate animal charity may not do much, however donating to that “mom & pop” local animal charity across your street will make a difference.
How will the local non-profit animal organization donation be selected?

The $NINJADOGE community has a voice in what charity we donate to! Any $NINJADOGE holder will be able to fill out a survey to nominate a local non-profit animal organization at every 5,000 holders increment. An announcement and a timer for entries to the survey will be posted on all our social media channels for nominations. We will randomly draw an entry from the survey after the timer ends.

If there are duplicate entries from different individuals, this will increase the chances of that charity being selected as the winner. We will ensure the drawn local non-profit animal organization is legitimate. If they are not legitimate, we will draw another winner. There will be no duplicate donations towards the same organization.

Any local non-profit organization above 200+ employees drawn as a winner will be automatically disqualified. We want to donate to smaller, local animal organizations. We will continue to draw a winning local non-profit animal organization until we verify it’s legitimate and local.
What happens after the local non-profit animal organization is selected?

Every 5,000 holders increment, a donation will be issued to the randomly drawn local non-profit animal organization. As assurance of FULL TRANSPARENCY, picture proof of each donation will be posted to the community and our website/twitter along with details of the organization.
Our Personal Nominations

Humane Society Silicon Valley
https://www.hssv.org/
Local non-profit Based in the heart of the Silicon Valley and close to our hearts. This was the place where Sensei found his rescue dog. They provide exceptional service, maintenance of the facility, and care for its animals. They are a gold standard for animal shelters everywhere.

~170 employees
~6100 animals found loving homes
~5900 active volunteers
~8500 Spay & neuter surgeries

The Bee Conservancy
https://thebeeconservancy.org/
Local non-profit Based in upstate Manhattan, New York. Bees are an integral part of countless ecosystems as they move pollen between plants to help them fertilize and reproduce. The Bee conservancy is a non-profit dedicated to protecting bees and safeguarding the environment.

~10 employees
~Bee sanctuaries
~Sponsor a beehive
~Education on bees and their importance on our ecosystems
Thank You

If you have any questions, feel free to connect with us in our telegram or send us an email